Calley verdict draws fire

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Lt. William Calley Jr.'s conviction of premeditated murder at My Lai three years ago split the ranks of the professional military down the middle Tuesday and provoked angry protests on the House floor.

"The verdict constitutes a very dangerous step toward destruction of morale in the Army and of the Army itself," said Rep. John J. Flynn, D-Ga., to his colleagues. He predicted it would wreak the administrations plans to create an all volunteer Army.

Seunmor Hersh, the freelance reporter whose disclosure of the incidents at My Lai earned him a Pulitzer Prize, told the Washington Evening Star that Calley's conviction did not resolve the question of moral responsibility for the killings. "If they think that they're going to be able to put Calley away, or shred him, and solve any of the moral questions of guilt in Vietnam, they're wrong," he said.

He said the ultimate responsibility rests with the highest levels of the U.S. command in South Vietnam. "Given the nature of the war, given the nature of his training, I don't think Calley was able to be worse." Because the Calley case will be appealed automatically, the Pentagon had no official comment other than to say that "the verdict speaks for itself."

But uniformed professionals in the Pentagon who requested anonymity expressed feelings as mixed as those of the civilian public.

One career noncommissioned officer said there had been talk among other professional the sergeants--"probably just barroom talk"--of refusing future assignment to Vietnam out of disgust about another killing on the battlefield might result in a court martial.

The verdict spoke for itself."

Scott doubts Provost's sincerity

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — Charles Manson and three young women have been given the death penalty for the Tate-LaBianca murders but the chances of their ever being executed are remote.

Chief defense attorney Paul Fitzgerald said Tuesday that he intended to push appeals to the U.S. Supreme Court if necessary and predicted that the process could take four or five years.

Manson and the three female defendants—Susan Atkins, Patricia Krenwinkel and Leslie Van Oyen—were scheduled to be sentenced by Judge Charles H. Older on April 19 but even that formality was expected to be delayed by motions for a mistrial.

Fitzgerald said he would appeal the case on four principal grounds:

Pre-trial publicity made selection of an impartial jury virtually impossible.

Refusal of the courts to grant a change of venue so that the trial could be held away from the emotional climate of Los Angeles.

Trying all four defendants together was prejudicial in that it brought cumulative guilt upon them.

Banning them from the courtroom for long periods understanding we had at that meeting," said Dr. Scott in a telephone interview yesterday. He added that the Provost was "playing games" with "agreements that were definite, not vague."

The disagreements involved the commencement of the hiring of black personnel in what Dr. Scott has referred to as "functional areas," including financial aid, recruitment, admissions, counseling, student affairs, and administration of student life. According to Dr. Scott's description, blacks "are supposed to be hired" in these areas. Fr. Burntschell was not available for comment.

The discrepancy arose over Dr. Scott's "understanding" and Fr. Burntschell's "possibility" of hiring. Already Dr. Peter Grande, admissions director, has offered full-time admissions counselor position to a black alumna, according to a letter from the Provost to Dr. Scott dated March 19. The letter also claims that Arts and Letters William M. Dean Burke has arranged for a black counselor in the Freshmen's Year Office for next September, a statement which Dr. Scott denied.

The two further disagree over the hiring of a black in the Office of Student Affairs to "deal with black student college life, social and cultural life."

Another bone of contention is whether the linkages of these functional areas should be formal or informal. Dr. Scott's understanding is that a committee is to be formed of the newly-hired personnel, with himself as chairman. He would be inclined to discuss any problem that may arise. Dr. Scott claimed University President Fr. Theodore H. Meshech's consent that the group was to be formally designated.

According to Dr. Scott, the President has stated his agreement with his appraisal, saying that it summarizes the understanding of the meeting.

"I have no doubt of Fr. Hesburgh's sincerity for development of the Black Studies Program and services for the black student," said Dr. Scott. He qualified this by expressing a concern that Fr. Burtschell is making problems "More serious" than they are in the enactment of the agreement. "I have serious doubts about Fr. Burntschell's sincerity for the development," he added.

Barkett appoints Rejent to post of S.G. Treasurer

Junior Cass Rejent of Greese Pointe Farms, Mich, was appoint Student Government Treasurer last night by Student Body President John Barkett.

A double major in finance and accounting, Rejent was the assistant treasurer and financial planner this past year. He has also served as Morrissey Hall treasurer.

One of Rejent's main duties will be to continue efforts to decrease the undergraduate student government debt. The debt now stands around $11,000 after a high of approximately $40,000 two years ago.

Rejent praised former Treasurer Dennis Conroy and ex-Comptroller Brian Nagle for their "instrumental roles" in reducing the debt. "Personnel such as Conroy and Nagle have been the most important factors in lowering our debt."

More funds will be available to the halls now that the debt has been reduced, according to Rejent. He added that more funds will also be available for student activities such as concerts.

The new treasurer said he has two primary goals. The first is to encourage hall treasurers to become more financially responsible. "Very few halls keep a close account of their financial affairs and this is one reason why so many halls are in trouble financially," Rejent said. He added that he will be skeptical in allocating funds to a hall with a poor or non-existent financial statement.

The second primary goal involves recruiting and orienting an inexperienced staff. With the exception of himself, this past year's staff was composed of seniors. However, he is confident that the new members would be able to adjust to their positions with a minimum of difficulty.

Charles Manson was given the death penalty but chances of execution are remote.

Scott doubts Provost's sincerity

The new treasurer said he has two primary goals. The first is to encourage hall treasurers to become more financially responsible. "Very few halls keep a close account of their financial affairs and this is one reason why so many halls are in trouble financially," Rejent said. He added that he will be skeptical in allocating funds to a hall with a poor or non-existent financial statement.

The second primary goal involves recruiting and orienting an inexperienced staff. With the exception of himself, this past year's staff was composed of seniors. However, he is confident that the new members would be able to adjust to their positions with a minimum of difficulty.

Cass Rejent
Applications for membership are now being accepted by the
KENNEDY INSTITUTE
Membership is open to ND SMC students, Interested students should send
name and address to 628 Flanner.

THE ADVENT LOUDSPEAKER

by Fred Schaefer

Citing coeducation as their number one accomplishment, ex-SBVP Dave Krashna and ex-SBVP Mark Winings released a statement evaluating their adminstration yesterday.

"We of the 1970-71 student government are proud that students were deeply involved in developing this new relationship between Notre Dame and St. Mary's," the pair said.

Krashna also said that most of the programs which he recommended, the committee on social understanding, and the Over the Hill Nights, were succeddully activated.

Krashna and Winings traced student involvement in the coed project from Joe Zunerman's initial report last year prompting the Boards of Trustees to hire Drs. Rosemary Park and Louis Mayhew to study the question, to this year's 70-page student government sponsored coeducation alternative report.

On this report, they claimed, "The Trustees were impressed. Most of our proposals were adopted by the Trustees in their Key Biscayne statement."

Krashna believes that both implementation of the coeducation program and development of a minority recruitment program should be top priorities for the Barket administration.

Supporters, protesters debate extension of draft system

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Activist leaders meeting this week endorsed the House Armed Services Committee's recommendation that the Defense Department extend the draf t two years, with uniform allowances of $2.7 billion.

They also endorsed that the draft be "progressively phased out" by April 1972, after a series of House speeches charging the number conviction of L.J. William L. Calley, an accused Army morale and would possibly wreck Nixon administration hopes for an all volunteer Army by mid-1972.

Rep. Bella Abzug, D-N.Y., who in her fiery speaking style, brought applause from the public galleries with a speech blaming the draft for American involvement in Vietnam.

"It shows a hardness and callousness that is un-American" to continue the draft which she said permitted the continuation of an "illegal and immoral war, a war which the American people have rejected.

Except for the podium pounding speech of Mrs. Abzug, the debate on what Rep. Leslie Arens, R-III., called "one giant leap" toward an all volunteer Army was confined to low-key statements by Reps. Fred Schaefer (Mich.), who said "I think what is probably the most sweeping revision ever in the Selective Service Act."

The ranking Republican on the Armed Services Committee, Rep. Samuel S. Stratton, D-N.Y., said that continuation of the draft to mid-1972, which will be proposed in an amendment Wednesday, "would jeopardize the volunteer Army before it gets a fair deal."

Debate over continuing the draft was shaping into a referendum on the Vietnam War. A number of Rep. Jerome B. Waldie, D-Calif., "I am going to vote to end the war in Vietnam, I am going to vote to shut off the money for Vietnam, I am going to vote to end the war in Vietnam."

URBAN STUDIES EVENING

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1971

7:30 pm Room 127 Nieuwland Science Hall

Information on

1. Work Study for Academic Credit
2. Urban Studies Seminar
3. Urban Studies Double Major
4. Urban Studies Certificate

General meeting with An Tostal Committee for anyone interested. 7:00 tonight in Amphitheatre of Student Center.

Deadline is Tuesday April 6.

The Observer is published weekly during the coming semester and will be distributed to the students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions are solicited. 50 cents per year. The Observer, Box 11, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.

On the other priority for next year, the Black Studies program, both Winings and Krashna believe that Notre Dame is usually the last to do something that the university should profit by the mistakes of other institutions.

Minority groups such as blacks and Chicanos are fed up all over. We need a well-financed recruitment program for minority students and a black studies department," they stated.

They believe that the new administration, like their own, will encounter difficulties such as "pressing an often slow adminstration into action" and the selfishness of students. "Students were very selfish both about coeducation and the minority program," revealed Krashna. "They're going to have to realize that they're going to have to give some."
Lee Aires, an off-campus Notre Dame student, was robbed of $70 in cash early Tuesday morning in what appears to be the latest in a series of similar robberies. The suspect is alleged to be Duane Jones, the same man arrested and fined Feb. 5 for wounding and pointing a gun on campus at two Farley Hall residents.

At approximately 5 a.m. Tuesday morning, Aires returned to his house on 313 Notre Dame Avenue to find his roommate Dennis Donovan, also a ND student, speaking with the man who identified himself simply as Duane. He asked for a place to sleep.

Aires and Donovan recalled the name from a Scholastic article (Feb. 5) as the man author Steve Dixon and his roommate Scholastic editor Jack Flais, who allowed in their off-campus house to sleep on various nights.

Aires said that they were a bit "bewildered" by allowing him to stay, but they finally agreed to let Jones remain due to the article and its implication that Duane was "harmless!" However, three days after the Scholastic article appeared (Feb. 8), the Observer reported of the incident with the gas gun.

But Duane was incorrectly spelled "DeWayne" and Duane's surname hadn't been reported in the Scholastic article. Aires and Donovan believed him not to be the gas gun suspect.

Still wary of Jones, Aires "somewhat bid" $30 in checks and $30 in cash near his bed and fell into a deep sleep. At 7:45 a.m., Donovan left the house for 25 minutes. In that time, Jones allegedly got up, searched the house, found the $90 cash and left.

At 10 a.m. Aires discovered the theft and called the South Bend police. Nothing else was stolen.

The description they furnished the South Bend police matched that of the same man previously seen on the Notre Dame campus for the gas gun and who had been cited for earlier incidents involving various students.

Aires matched the description of the man who had robbed Dixon and Flais over the Easter break last year of 3 radios and a television set, and who had robbed them again over the Christmas break this year.

The South Bend police said that the money would probably not be retrieved and that they are going to pick up the suspect sometime today. Jones, 22, lives at 1328 South Washington Avenue in South Bend.

Optimism over room selections

by Mike Neves

The annual Spring room selections are about to begin and it appears that the situation is not as critical as it has been in the last few years.

Fr. Chambers, housing director, said that he expects no one to be forced to leave his hall. He asserted that the situation of the $50 contract has brought about a "relief to normalcy.

When questioned specifically about the situation in the two towers he was very optimistic and felt certain that there would be no difficulty in accommodating all those who wished to remain. However, Chambers did emphasize that because of the stay hall system no one from outside of the halls could be pulled in until the campus-wide pick, which will be held May 3-4.

In Flanner both Fr. Amen and Randy Young, who is charge of the picks, felt that the situation could become tight. They hoped that any difficulties could be resolved by juggling the lower-than-expected freshman totals.

The Flanner hall council has decided that the picking will be done by freezing rooms in the sections. No one from another section may be brought in until all those in the section are taken care of. Any remaining rooms will be selected by average within class.

Citing a similar situation in Grace, Fr. Whelan and Jack Kennedy felt that the situation would be touchy. Picking in Grace will be average in class with no freezing. Another difficulty is that the number of R.A.'s for the hall has not yet been definitely set.

Four of the halls surveyed were using the Grade Point Average system to determine order of pick while the others were definitely decided to use lottery system.

The hall president of Cavanaugh said when interview that he expects the hall council to approve the lottery system that was used last year in that hall.

Of the halls surveyed only Grace and Cavanaugh did not have some sort of room freeze option.

Some of the forms of room freeze that are being used in the other halls are:

Freezing allowed if the resident has been in the hall for three semesters or more.

-Freezing if all the residents that are presently in the room remain, and

-Freezing if one remains and pulls in only other residents of the hall.

With the exception of Fisher, all the halls have decided that students who were residents of the hall last year and went abroad this year will be given the same status concerning room picks as those presently in the hall. In Fisher however, students returning from abroad will probably be placed in a hall with someone already in the hall.

Room picks are virtually identical in most halls

by Gary P. Hunt

In a survey done by the Observer, room pick methods appear to be basically the same for each hall.

Of the seven halls surveyed (four on the South quad and three on the North quad) all the halls were following the same general procedure.

Each of the halls surveyed is using the class seniority system with the exception of Sorin, where the number of seniors of residence in the hall is of primary importance.

Four of the halls surveyed are using the Grade Point Average system to determine order of pick with the other two being definitely decided to use lottery system.

The hall president of Cavanaugh stated that he expects the hall council to approve the lottery system that was used last year in that hall.

Of the halls surveyed only Grace and Cavanaugh did not have some sort of room freeze option.

Some of the forms of room freeze that are being used in the other halls are:

-Freezing allowed if the resident has been in the hall for three semesters or more.

-Freezing if all the residents that are presently in the room remain, and

-Freezing if one remains and pulls in only other residents of the hall.

With the exception of Fisher, all the halls have decided that students who were residents of the hall last year and went abroad this year will be given the same status concerning room picks as those presently in the hall. In Fisher however, students returning from abroad will probably be placed in a hall with someone already in the hall.
Maybe you can stop this war Fr. Hesburgh

It is unbelievable that two such articulate and intelligent men such as Dr. Joseph Scott and Rev. James Burtchaell could emerge from a meeting with such diverse understandings as the two seem to have. The meeting was supposed to have resolved the requests set forth by Dr. Scott and the black students concerning the Black Studies program, counseling and other areas of black student life.

Yet a comparison of the statement released to the Observer by Dr. Scott yesterday and Fr. Burtchaell’s subsequent comments shows that the two are far apart in their understanding of the agreement. Part of it apparently has been resolved. Dr. Scott, in his statement Monday, claimed that the position of admissions director had been offered to a black. Burtchaell termed this statement false. Scott however said yesterday that a full time admissions counselor position has been added to a black.

The remaining disagreements are still serious. The honesty and sincerity of both men are on the line. Scott claims that, according to the agreement, blacks are supposed to be hired in the “functional” areas of financial aid, recruitment, admissions counseling and student affairs. Fr. Burtchaell says there is only a possibility that such action will occur.

Scott flatly stated that the linkage between these functional areas would be formal, a contention Fr. Burtchaell denied. It is difficult to believe that the two men attended the same meeting on March 12. The very important question of what type of life black students must face here is rapidly becoming lost in a welter of accusations and counter accusations from the two principals involved. The ugly possibility that the administration is attempting to force Dr. Scott out is rearing its head. On the other hand there could be doubts as to the sincerity of the Black Studies Program Director.

The truth, it seems, is that Dr. Scott and Fr. Burtchaell have some sort of personality clash that is inhibiting communication between them. Traces of this are seen in Fr. Burtchaell’s March 9th letter to Dr. Scott. In several places it takes the tone of a parent scolding a child. Scott’s letter is written in a spirit of sincere concern over who is missing the boat. Burtchaell’s letter concerns his doubt in Fr. Burtchaell’s sincerity about the problem are hardly intended to convey his pleasure with the Provost.

Thus Fr. Burtchaell has washed his hands of the affair. He has participated in a minor role and left most of the task to the Provost. Such an attitude makes for great public relations, since a person who does not get involved doesn’t get criticized either, but it won’t solve the problem.

If our worthy President can find time from running around the country, it seems obvious that this situation cries for the intervention of a third party with enough authority to resolve the problem. It should be done by Fr. Hesburgh and done immediately.

Goodbye to (sniff) Terry Shields

People, unfortunately, the time has arrived for Terry Shields, Observer Sportswriter, to assume the role of Terry Shields, student, scholar, and all round good guy. Somehow, I feel it almost obligatory to thank “Uncle Ter” (as his boys call him in Zahn) for a tilluring year of literary excellence in the field of sports.

Yes, Shieldshead has turned in some memorable articles this year. Remember the one where he is, in so many words, told the sports editor of the O.S.U. newspaper to go hell! After that, you’ve been a tremendous asset to both Notre Dame and all those with whom you’ve come in contact. Thanks for all the little tips that you so graciously passed on for the benefit of your boys.

Now, for the tear-jerker. Thanks, Ter, for everything. You’ve been a tremendous asset to both Notre Dame and all those with whom you’ve come in contact. Thanks for all the little tips that you so graciously passed on for the benefit of your boys.

The attorney’s concern with SMC’s responsibility in case of libel suits is understandable. However, by refusal to support the publications directly, it is doing two things: one, alienating a responsibility to the newspaper and magazine that serve its campus and, two, indicating that student reporters and editors are doing the same thing in managing that newspaper and magazine.

For the administrations of both schools are constantly asking for responsibility on the part of their students. It is unfortunate that the financial controllers of SMC are refusing to give support, both monetary and moral, to the growth of that kind of responsibility.
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cheerleaders, the irresistible Missy McCrory and the vivacious Roseon
Prallley. As had been prearranged, we
retired to a squad corner where they were to
run me through some of the basics for a
performing cheerleader.
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Hinkemeyer elaborates on SMC's black, and non-Catholic hiring proposals

by Paul O’Connor

In a letter which appeared in Tuesday’s Observer, Professor Hinkemeyer has expressed his hopes that St. Mary’s Education Department would hire at least one black and one non-Catholic to fill positions which will be vacated by the departure of himself and Fr. Raymond Ronde. He also said that he hoped the existing faculty would be consulted on new appointments.

In an Observer interview yesterday Prof. Michael Hinkemeyer stated that, at St. Mary’s, faculty appointments are made by the administration, in contrast to what he termed “real universities like Stanford, Berkeley and Northwestern,” where the power of hiring lies with a department’s existing faculty.

In this regard, he feels, St. Mary’s “operates like a high school,” with the consent of its faculty. “Here we have people who are merely job holders who will acquiesce to incompetent administration.”

In a further attack upon St. Mary’s upper orders, Hinkemeyer expressed his opinion of what a department chairman ought to be: He should be “a man of courage, of academic attainment and possessing the ability to protect his colleagues and to be honest with them.”

Hinkemeyer said, “I, still seek such an individual in my department.”

Addressing himself to the issue of racism on campus, Hinkemeyer said that St. Mary’s has an opportunity to prove that it is not a racist institution by selecting a Black or a non-Catholic as his replacement. He went on to say that when he had been hired he was assured his position would not be hindered by the fact that he is not Catholic. Summing up his feelings on St. Mary’s, he said, “this school is dead, and the people who do not realize that are worshipping a corpse.”

Co-Ex helped SMC admissions

by Mike O’Hare

The decrease in the number of freshman applications for the fall of 1971 was termed a misleading figure by Mrs. Miller of the St. Mary’s Admissions Department. Mrs. Miller stated that the 141 fewer freshman applications received this year is misleading because in the previous year, only St. Mary’s received 104 applications, the most in its history.

By March 26 of last year, St. Mary’s had received 970 out of the total 984 applications finally received. By March 26 of this year, St. Mary’s had received 830 applications as compared with the 920 applications received by March 26 of 1969.

As to the reason cited for the increase in applications last year, Mrs. Miller mentioned the expansion of the Co-Exchange program as a possible possible answer.

St. Mary’s freshmen interviewed overwhelmingly agreed that Co-Ex influenced their decision to come to St. Mary’s. Most stated that if there wasn’t a Co-Ex program at St. Mary’s, they would not have come.

As it currently stands, the largest number of applicants accepted in the 1971 freshman class are the 122 from Illinois, followed by 71 from Ohio, 68 from Indiana, 40 from Michigan, and 27 from New York.

At this time there are 8 Black students applying for admission, and despite an intensive effort to recruit Chicano students, there has yet to be a favorable response.

“Homebound Apostolate” needs drivers

Sister Lillian of the Sisters of the Holy Cross announced early this week that “We are in desperate need of drivers for our Homebound Apostolate.” The Homebound program, which was terminated last December for want of drivers, is a charitable program in which the retired sisters visit the homebound, handicapped, and elderly persons living alone. The object of the project is to provide the needy with companionship and help.

Open House

Thursday, April 1-5

4th Floor LaFortune

Bring Your Ideas

11:00 a.m.

Winter Consort

Gordon Lightfoot

saturday, april 3

8:30 p.m.

in the armory
tickets: $2.00, $3.50, $5.00

on sale at the student union

Special—$1.25 a pitcher (PBR) from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Also featuring turkey, ham and other special sandwiches.

Nicki’s, New Opening Hour

11:00 a.m.

Homebound Apostolate needs drivers. Sister Lillian explained that without drivers and cars the program, benefiting many in the South Bend area, will have to be terminated permanently.

Volunteers able to donate two-three hours per week are asked to contact Miss Deborah Kerr at 384-4256, after 10 a.m.
Dear Mom and Dad,

Since I haven't written you all year, I thought I'd take advantage of my last opportunity to send something in the printed word back home.

I have to say that this has been one of the four years I have been able to witness and report on some of the greatest events in Notre Dame history.

Just yesterday afternoon I was able to go to The Stadium to witness some of the great moments in football history. I was there to watch a game that seemed simple enough in the eyes of a hard-core football fan. I was there to watch some of the outstanding performers in the history of our team. Joe Theismann and Pat Crandall are two of the most famous names in Notre Dame history.

But I have a lot of love for just these major sports. I've found out a lot about desire and other things in life through covering some of the minor sports too. I've found out a lot about desire and other things in life through covering some of the minor sports too. I've found out a lot about desire and other things in life through covering some of the minor sports too.

Since I haven't written you all year, I thought I'd take advantage of my last opportunity to send something in the printed word back home. I have to say that this has been one of the four years I have been able to witness and report on some of the greatest events in Notre Dame history.

There is no way in the world I could ever forget all of those beautiful things that happened during the season. I'm sure that I'll never forget the things that happened during the season. I'm sure that I'll never forget the things that happened during the season.

John Pleick is a person

by E.J. Knopf

When I first went to John Pleick's room to interview him, I was busy writing a friend a letter. Actually it was more like a note. The note kept building something about how the good and air and air and atmosphere of the game are in the air. And believe me, with the amount of air that was left on his hands, it was like a combination of both in a darkened vacuum.

John was laughing, and having a good time practicing the art of the air of the style. Since this was my last interview of the season and it was probably the first interview of the season, I think it's important that something has been accomplished to the best of one's abilities.

But mom and dad, sports isn't all I've learned about these for four years. I've learned a lot about people. I'd just like to mention a few things that happened with The Irish Eye and the Irish Eye staff.

First of all there's my loyal and dependable staff. Vic Dev and Joe Passia are just freshmen but I often felt that their stuff was good enough to put me out at a job at any moment. Bruce Kennedy also showed me that I was you know how to do a job and how to do it possible.

There's also us the loyal and dependable staff. Vic Dev and Joe Passia are just freshmen but I often felt that their stuff was good enough to put me out at a job at any moment. Bruce Kennedy also showed me that I was you know how to do a job and how to do it possible.

One of the biggest things that happened during the season was that Austin Carr had a big game against Alabama. It was one of the big thrills of my career. Pleick and Dan were out and they had plenty of exciting games.

I think that Austin Carr is one of the greatest players ever in college history. I think that Austin Carr is one of the greatest players ever in college history. I think that Austin Carr is one of the greatest players ever in college history.

But there's more to Austin Carr than just his basketball. He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B." He's not the Big "A" or the Big "B." He's the good "A" and the good "B."
YACHTING SUMMER POSITIONS
The American Yachting Association with listings on the East Coast, West Coast, Gulf Areas and the Great Lakes is soliciting for summer crew applicants. Positions are available for experienced as well as inexperienced male and female college students and graduates. Experience in cooking and child care may be particularly helpful.

Crewing affords one the opportunity to earn reasonable sums while engaged in pleasant outdoor activity.

To apply type a 1 page resume following as closely as possible the form shown below.
In April your resume will be edited, printed and sent to the form shown below, (depending on area) large craft owners. The American Yachting Association will proceed at or faster than the current withdrawal rate of 12,500 troops per month, the White House said Tuesday.

Despite some disappointment expressed by ranking Nixon advisers over the performance of South Vietnamese forces in their recent Lantian operation, Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler said there had been no change in the outlook the President gave last week of a continuation of the American withdrawal at least at the current rate. "The President will be completing his assessment of the situation in South Vietnam this week," Ziegler said. "His decision regarding the next reduction of U.S. forces in South Vietnam will be based on an estimation of future enemy activity in the area...the impact of the Lantian operation and finally the ability of the South Vietnamese forces to continue to assume a greater share of the responsibility in South Vietnam."

The President had earlier indicated he would disclose the next troop withdrawal plan on P A R T Y A N N U N C E M E N T will project troop withdrawals after May 1 when the U.S. troop ceiling will be 54,000 men, down about 26,000 from January, 1969, when Nixon took office.

Ziegler would give no indication of the specifics of the President's announcement and of the intent planned to leave a residual force in South Vietnam.

MOONEY'S Pranksters
Mooney's Merry Pranksters kindly announce its National Holiday Celebration in LaFayette Hall, Notre Dame Wednesday night. All the gang will be in attendance, music, balloons and the coast down to midnight--April Fool's Day. One request--please, if academics are not too pressing, we'd like as many people as possible to attend. P.S. Too, bring your own food and beverage to facilitate fun and games.

Bring a friend, tell a friend--A truly momentous occasion. PRANK ON.

Paret hosts kick-off
Roger O. Paret, Notre Dame vice president for student affairs, today announced plans for a "kick-off" for his campaign.

Playwright Horovitz talks on "Post Becket Comedy"
Critically acclaimed playwright Israel Horovitz will attend the Sophomore Literary Festival this coming weekend at 3 p.m. in Washington Hall.

Author of a number of award winning stage and television plays as well as a director of two major films, including The Strawberry Statement, Mr. Horovitz will present "Post-Becket Comedy".

Two of Mr. Horovitz's early plays, The Indian Wants the Bronx and It's Called the Sugar Plum have played in over 500 productions in at least thirteen countries since their opening during the 1967-68 season in New York.

Mr. Horovitz was born in Wakefield, Massachusetts in 1939. He was educated in Boston and studied at a fellowship at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London from 1961 to 1963. While in England in 1963, he became the first American to be chosen Playwright-in-Residence with the Royal Shakespeare Company. Among the awards his plays have merited are the Jersey Journal Award, the Vernon Rice Drama Desk Award, the Obie award (twice) and the Show Business Grand Award as Best American Playwright.

A frequent contributor to Look magazine, the New York Sunday Times and Craft Horizons magazine, Horovitz is a Professor of Playwriting at New York University and is Playwright-in-Residence at the City College of New York.

Director to receive Atomic Energy Citation

The United States Atomic Energy Commission, established August 17, 1946, consists of a gold medal and a parchment scroll signed by the Chairman and members of the Atomic Energy Commission, the General Manager or the Director of Regulation, or both. The Citation may be granted to individuals, other than AECC employees, or groups for exemplary participation in, or for meritorious contributions to, the United States nuclear program.
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